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Destiny
No living man can send me to the shades before my time;
no man of woman born, coward or brave, can shun his destiny.
Homer

------------------------------------------------------

What has to happen has already happened.
There is no need to worry about anything.
We have to face what we have to face
Saint Charan Singh

was Dr. Albert Einstein, the greatest scientific mind of the Twentieth Century, Nobel Laureate in
Physics (1921), and Time Magazine's Person of the Century, who stated:

IT

Everything is determined, the beginning as well as the end
by forces over which we have no control. It is determined for the
insect as well as for the star. Human beings, vegetables and cosmic
dust, we all dance to a mysterious tune, intoned in the distance by an
invisible piper.
Dr. Einstein was not the only distinguished individual to aver this truth of life. It has been said over and
over and over again by mystics, saints and luminaries throughout recorded time. Even the famous
scientist/philosopher/mathematician Pythagoras, who lived approximately five hundred years BC,
believed in and taught predestination. It was he who stated:
Numbers rule the universe. Everything is arranged
according to number and mathematical shape.
And so it is with each of our individual lives. They are destined. Of this there is no doubt. Through the
numbers of our birth name and birth date we can see and know our destiny. Of this there is also no doubt.
God did not drop us here without a plan, nor without a means for knowing that plan . . . if we so choose.
During these dynamic, uncertain and stressful times of the Millennia Shift (see The Age of the Female: A
Thousand Years of Yin), it may offer some solace to know that what is happening in today's world was
destined to happen, both on a global and individual basis. Nothing is happenstance. Nothing is accidental.
Nothing is coincidental. Everything that is happening has been designed by a Power so vast in magnitude
it is incomprehensible to the human mind. As Saint Charan Singh states: "Everything is happening as the
Lord wants it to happen. Not a leaf can stir without His command." He also states: "Do not worry. Please
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remember that our destinies are chalked out for us by Higher powers." As Saint Jagat Singh confirms,
"What destiny has planned for you will come to pass without any planning on your part. Your destiny
will cause you to act and make effort according to its plan.." As Saint Kabir reiterates, "Nothing happens
as we think by human planning." Therefore, be of a calm and steady mind. If all is designed by higher
Powers, why do we have to worry? Why should we worry? We shouldn't.
How do we know such a Power or Powers exist? Because the second a person is born a numerology chart
can be constructed outlining the general run of a person's life, a blueprint that can be seen and confirmed
through direct experience. So the question arises, "What intelligence can do this?" Certainly there is an
intelligent power operating beyond man's limited intelligence which is not even expansive enough to
solve his worldly dilemmas, let alone create a life and then formulate a plan for that life to the nth degree.
It's staggering to think of the enormity of such a Power. It is that Power we call God.
It is understandable that people have concerns with all that is happening in the world today. Yet, from a
divine perspective we have no control over any of it. If a leaf cannot stir without His command, then all
that is happening is by Divine decree and we have no need to worry. We can worry if we choose, but it
would be a waste of time and energy. What has happened and what is happening has already been
divinely ordained, and what will happen has already been decided as well. The thing for us to do is be
brave and face what we have to face. We can't outrun our karmas so we should face them, now, as a brave
soldier would do on the battlefield. As famous American playwright, ambassador, editor and journalist
Clare Boothe Luce says, "Courage is the ladder on which all the other virtues mount." This is definitely an
age demanding courage from every one of us, but an age which is also allowing us the opportunity to
climb higher.
To be sure, these are difficult times for us all. Yet, it was destined we should all be alive at this particular
time in this particular place to experience the events of this earth. And please know that no one is exempt
from the turmoil that enshrouds us. The key is to let the energy of the turmoil lift us up, not destroy us.
"Kites rise highest against the wind, not with it," said Winston Churchill. A rising tide lifts all ships.
Therefore, let the wind and the tide of these changing times lift you to new heights in understanding,
poise, balance, courage, patience and divine understanding. Live in the highest energy of your numbers.
Honor them. They were meant for you. Namaste.
~finis ~

Cards Of Life
 1998 by Richard Andrew King

These are the cards your life has dealt,
so these are the cards you play.
There's no use weeping over cards
that were not dealt your way.
Life is destined to the breath-a truth we must accept
if we're to find some peace of mind
and live without regret.
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We all are actors on a stage,
but the Director sets our role.
Our life performance is a script-it's the nature of the show.
Therefore, we mustn't be distressed.
No two hands are just the same.
When all is finally said and done,
in the end, it's just a game.
So play the cards your life has dealt,
but play them straight and true,
and, remember, from the Lord’s own hand
your cards were dealt for you!
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